Diffusion bonding beryllium to Reduced Activation Ferritic Martensitic steel: Development of processes and techniques
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A B S T R A C T

Beryllium was successfully bonded to a Reduced Activation Ferritic Martensitic (RAFM) steel with a maximum strength of 150 MPa in tension and 168 MPa in shear. These strengths were achieved using Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP), at temperatures between 700 °C and 750 °C for 2h and under a pressure of 103 MPa. To obtain these strengths, 10 μm of titanium and 20 μm of copper were deposited on the beryllium substrate prior to HIP bonding. The copper film acted a bonding aid to the RAFM steel, while the titanium acted as a diffusion barrier between the copper and the beryllium, suppressing the formation of brittle intermetallics that are known to compromise mechanical performance. Slow cooling from the peak HIP temperature along with an imposed hold time at 450 °C further enhanced the final mechanical strength of the bond.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Fusion first walls experience high thermal and particle loads, which necessitate an armor layer to cover plasma-facing components. For such applications, beryllium is a prime candidate material, along with tungsten and carbon–carbon composites [1]. Beryllium is an advantageous armor material because it has a low atomic number, high thermal conductivity, low tritium retention, and low activation properties. This armor layer is meant to cover the first wall components, which will be constructed using Reduced Activation Ferritic Martensitic (RAFM) steel. One method of joining the armor to RAFM steel is HIP bonding, a solid state joining process by which interdiffusion of atoms is encouraged on one material into a closely pressed neighboring material to create a bond. The interdiffusion of materials creates a mixture of both materials at the joint interface, creating a metallurgically strong joint. Despite beryllium’s advantages as an armor layer, there are three main limitations associated with bonding beryllium to RAFM steel that must be managed in order to create a robust joint. These include incidental material annealing, thermal stress, and formation of intermetallic compounds.

For every material couple, there exists a bonding temperature threshold, below which atomic diffusion is insufficient to create a metallurgical bond. However, the bond temperature cannot be too high either, because higher temperatures increase the amount of incidental heat treatment done on the substrate materials. These constraints define a narrow design window for diffusion bonding beryllium to RAFM steel. Above 1000 °C, F82H (a qualified grade of RAFM steel used for this work) undergoes significant grain coarsening [2]. Additionally, beryllium shows grain coarsening above roughly 850 °C [3]. Also, post-weld heat treatments for F82H are meant to occur at only 720 °C [4,5]. Any HIP cycles significantly above these temperatures can potentially cause undesirable effects in F82H welds or in either bulk material.

The second major challenge of diffusion bonding is the creation of thermal stress that occurs as a product of differential thermal expansion of the joining materials. At room temperature, beryllium’s thermal expansion coefficient is 11.6 μm/K, while F82H’s is 10.4 μm/K. When the two materials are joined at a high temperature, the volumes are stress free. However, as the system cools to room temperature, beryllium shrinks at a faster rate than F82H, creating a complex stress profile throughout the system, including a global bending moment and a severe stress discontinuity at the interface. The resulting stress profile contains high shear and normal stresses that gather near the free edges of the bond, and are
the driving forces for cracking and delamination of the interface [6–8].

Exacerbating the stress problem is the presence of intermetallic compounds formed during HIP bonding. These layers form when the interdiffusing elements have a lower energy state as a single-phase compound than they would as a two-phase mixture [9]. Beryllium is especially reactive to nearly all of the elements in the periodic table, forming compounds with much generally less desirable mechanical properties than the substrate materials. Specifically, these compounds are usually very brittle, and are therefore often the location of failure in a diffusion bond [1,10].

To counter the thermal stress from differential expansion, a copper interlayer was added between beryllium and ferritic steel substrates. This ductile layer absorbs some of the strain energy as plasticity instead of allowing that energy to cause fracture in the intermetallics [11,12]. However, diffusion-bonding copper between beryllium and ferritic steel has the unfortunate side effect of introducing beryllium–copper intermetallics, which are known to be especially brittle [13,14]. To resolve this, a thin titanium diffusion barrier was deposited between copper and beryllium such that the ductile compliance layer could be present without adverse beryllium–copper embrittlement [15]. Titanium has shown less affinity towards beryllium intermetallic formation, while beryllium diffuses relatively slowly through titanium, making titanium an excellent diffusion barrier choice for this application [16,13].

2. Procedures and methods

The formation of intermetallic compounds at the joint interface appears to be an unavoidable side effect of HIP bonding beryllium to another substrate [17,18]. As such, this study attempts to show that beryllium can be joined to RAFM steel if the brittle quality of the beryllium intermetallics can be managed. One hypothesized strategy to improve the quality of the joint is to include a ductile interlayer between beryllium and RAFM steel, which will plastically deform to absorb the strain energy produced from differential expansion. Numerical simulations were performed to show the role that a copper interlayer has on stress reduction near the interface. Following this, an experimental test campaign was conducted to join coupons of beryllium and RAFM steel under various combination of interlayers and bonding conditions. These techniques aim to maintain ductility in regions between each of the brittle intermetallic layers to create a more robust joint.

2.1. Numerical method

Abaqus 6.10, a commercial finite element software, was used to model the residual stress that is created near the beryllium to ferritic steel interface after diffusion bonding at high temperature. In the model depicted in Fig. 1, a 50-mm diameter cylinder was partitioned horizontally to delineate the diffusion bond. For analyses that included thin interlayers, multiple horizontal partitions defined the material thicknesses. In these simulations, the bond was modeled with axisymmetric geometry, utilizing linear 4-node elements (Abaqus number CAX4). The 2D axisymmetry model was constrained for symmetry at the axis, and axially at the base of the cylinder. The geometry was meshed with high mesh-bias towards both the material interface and the free edge of the sample, with a minimum element size of 1 μm × 1 μm.

With an initial uniform temperature of 700°C, a uniform temperature drop was applied to the system to simulate cooling to room temperature from the HIP bonding temperature. Temperature-dependent elastic–plastic behavior was included in the material property definitions of all materials [19–22]. The residual stress was modeled both as a steady-state and a transient simulation; the steady state solution provided the time-independent residual stress after cooling, while the transient models portrayed the development of stress and strain during the cooling process. Additionally, time-dependent creep strain was included in the copper material definition to model the effect of different cooling schemes on the final residual stress [23].

2.2. Materials

For HIP bonding beryllium to ferritic steel, six 48-mm diameter cylinders of Beryllium S-65, Revision E (21.25 mm thick) and RAFM steel, F82H (15 mm thick) were machined. These were polished to a 400 nm finish with no more than 0.04% deviation in flatness. Fig. 2 displays the HIP can contents while Table 1 describes the material compositions.

On the bonding surface of the beryllium, two thin films were deposited via Plasma Vapor Deposition (PVD): 99.99% pure titanium, followed by 99.99% pure copper. Extremely high quality vacuum and sputter target were imperative, else contamination resulted in oxide formation in the deposition layers.

Fig. 1. Be/F82H bond was modeled with axisymmetric geometry, with a biased mesh towards the interface and free edges.

Fig. 2. Contents of the HIP can, clockwise from upper left: stainless steel HIP can, two rectangular shims, HIP can lid, F82H substrate, beryllium substrate.
Following polish and PVD, the surfaces were chemically cleaned to prepare them for joining. The ground ferritic steel was caustic cleaned in Oakite 90™ at 70 °C to remove oils and greases, rinsed in de-ionized water, isopropl alcohol and blown dry with dry N₂ gas. The deposited copper was solvent cleaned with acetone, chemically polished in a mixture of nitric, phosphoric and acetic acids, and then rinsed and dried in the same fashion as the ferritic steel. This process was identical to that used in the ITER diffusion bonding processes to join CuCrZr to 316L stainless steel [24].

The prepared beryllium and RAFM samples were then encapsulated in a thin-walled (1.27 mm) stainless steel shroud that deformed under the high pressure of a HIP chamber to apply isostatic pressure around the substrates. The shroud was closed using an electron-beam weld while in vacuum. The HIP bonding process was performed at two temperatures, 700 °C and 750 °C, for 2 h at a pressure of 103 MPa. These conditions were determined through previous experimentation, which showed that copper does not bond well to ferritic steel for temperatures less than 700 °C (for a 2-h hold time) [25].

After the high temperature hold, two different cooling schemes were utilized. In one case, the chamber heater was completely shut off, allowing the samples to cool rapidly to room temperature. The other scheme cooled the sample at a controlled rate of 250 °C/h until 450 °C, where the sample was held for 4 h before being allowed to air cool (see Fig. 3).

### 2.3. Experimental parameters

Beryllium to ferritic steel bonds were fabricated under six different bonding conditions (as described in Table 2), creating four separate controlled experiments. Test 1 compared a direct bond (without interlayers) to a similar bond with copper–titanium interlayers, both bonded at 700 °C for 2 h. Test 2 showed the difference between a sample cooled by convection, and a sample cooled at 250 °C/h until a 4-h hold step at 450 °C, as depicted in Fig. 3. Test 3 studied the effect of HIP temperature, bonding at temperatures of 700 °C, 725 °C, and 750 °C for 2 h. The selection of these temperatures was guided by the results of previous work [25]. Finally, Test 4 demonstrated the effect of a thinner titanium diffusion barrier, from 10 μm down to 5 μm. In summary, the following four tests were conducted:

Test 1 Bond samples with and without metals interlayers.
Test 2 Vary cooling scheme after bonding.
Test 3 Vary bond temperature: 700 °C, 725 °C, and 750 °C.
Test 4 Vary titanium deposition thickness: 10 μm and 5 μm.

### 2.4. Characterization technique

After HIP bonding, specimens from each sample were extracted via electrical discharge machining for mechanical testing, micrography, and spectroscopy. The shear test specimen design was based on a modified DIN 50162/ASTM A263 standard, originally designed to measure the strength of a beryllium to copper interface. The specimens were mounted using a fixture that provided lateral support while loading the beryllium in pure shear akin to the aforementioned standards. The tensile specimens were of a simple, flat, dog-bone design, measuring 0.125 in. thick × 0.2 in. wide × 0.286 in. gauge length. Tests were performed on a SATEC Model 22EMP electron-mechanical test frame.

In order to characterize interdiffusion across the bondline, depth profiling was conducted on a scanning electron microscope (SEM) via energy dispersive and wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (EDS and WDS). This technique had the benefit of being sensitive to beryllium composition. The main drawback of this analysis technique was that no quantitative results were taken for atomic concentration in EDS or WDS. Instead, the X-ray counts of each element were normalized against the peak value obtained in the pure material regions. This gave qualitative comparisons for the relative amounts present in each intermetallic layer.

### 3. Results and discussion

This section discusses the findings of both the numerical simulations as well as the bonding experiments. Finite element analyses served to guide the design of the beryllium to RAFM steel joint by determining optimum parameters for the ductile interlayer. In this way, interlayer material properties, interlayer thickness, and cooling scheme were refined prior to beginning the experiment. Though interface composition and strength are covered sequentially, they are interconnected, as differences in composition are the basis for joint strength. Since intermetallics are often the source for brittle fracture in diffusion bonds, this section will first catalog exactly how and where they form under different bonding conditions. This will be followed by a discussion of the effects of the different bonding variables on joint tensile and shear strengths.

#### 3.1. Numerical results

Inserting a 20 μm thick copper layer between beryllium and ferritic steel significantly reduced radial and shear residual stress (see Fig. 4). In a model where the substrates were cooled from 700 °C down to room temperature, bonds without any interlayers generated high radial and shear stress near the material interface. At \(r = 24 \text{ mm} \) (from the center axis) and \(z = 20 \text{ μm} \) (into Be from the interface), \(\sigma_{rr} = 158 \text{ MPa} \) and \(\sigma_{rz} = -90 \text{ MPa} \) (gray lines in Fig. 4). In contrast, a similar analysis that included a 20 μm thick copper interlayer between substrates produced only \(\sigma_{rr} = 46 \text{ MPa} \) and \(\sigma_{rz} = -45 \text{ MPa} \) at the same location (black lines in Fig. 4). This equates to a 71% reduction in radial stress, and 50% reduction in...

---

**Table 1**

| Chemical composition of F82H [2] and Be S65, Rev.E [3] (wt%). |
|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | C               | Si              | Mn              | S               | Cr              | W               | V               | Ta              | Ti              | N               |
| F82H-IEA         | 0.090           | 0.07            | 0.10            | 0.001           | 7.82            | 1.98            | 0.19            | 0.04            | 0.004           | 0.007           |
| Be S65, Rev.E    | 99.0            | 1.0             | 0.06            | 0.10            | 0.08            | 0.06            | 0.06            | 0.04            |                 |                 |

[Fig. 3. HIP bonding temperature profiles under two cooling schemes.]

---

---
shear. The F82H substrate saw a similar beneficial stress reduction with the additional copper layer.

Increasing the thickness of the copper interlayer produced little additional stress reduction. Performing the same analysis as above with 40 μm thick and 10 μm copper interlayers produced nearly the same stress profiles as the 20 μm layer, indicating that thickness of the copper layer is not critical in this design. However, this stress reduction comes at the cost of high plastic strain in the copper, which may make copper subject to plastic rupture. This scenario can be modeled by comparing the copper plastic equivalent to its temperature-dependent rupture limit, following the equation:

$$\epsilon = (1 \times 10^{-7})T^2 - (0.0004)T + 0.3108$$ (1)

where $T$ is in units of °C [19]. Since plastic stress and strain are highest close to the free edge, the elemental equivalent plastic strain was averaged over the last 100 μm of the copper to represent the highest strain region. This area included the edge stress singularity, which caused the average stress and strain to be over-estimated. The resulting comparison showed that a 10 μm thick copper layer exceeded plastic rupture during cool-down. A 20 μm copper layer only briefly exceeded the rupture limit, and a 40 μm was safe from rupture. Since the thicker interlayers are able to distribute strain over a thicker region, they are less likely to fail.

As shown in the static analysis above, a copper interlayer reduced stress near the edge of the sample by deforming plastically. However, in a simulation of a 2-h cool-down from 750 °C, strain in the copper plateaued at just above 20% total strain, long before the samples arrived at room temperature. The reason for this is that as the copper cooled, its yield limit increased, reducing the ability for copper to plastically deform. This is easiest to understand in Fig. 5, which depicts equivalent plastic strain versus Von Mises stress from the last 100 μm of the copper closest to the free edge. At 750 °C, plastic deformation occurred without significant stress increase. However, as temperature decreased, the copper material increased hardness, and more stress was required for further plastic deformation. As temperature cooled below 400 °C, the copper could not deform further without additional stress, which caused straining to occur in the beryllium and steel substrates. The conclusion from this is that copper is only effective as a compliant layer between 750 °C and 400 °C; below 400 °C, the copper is not helping to reduce stress in either the beryllium or RAFM steel.

Since copper has a melting point that is considerably lower than titanium, beryllium and RAFM steel, it undergoes far more creep strain than the other materials during the cool-down from fabrication. For this reason, in time-dependent analyses, beryllium and RAFM steel were treated as elastic substrates, while the copper interlayer was considered to have time-dependent creep properties. The effect of creep strain on surrounding substrates was determined for three different cooling schemes: air-cooled, linear-cooled, and cooled with an intermediate hold step. To compare stress results from the different cooling regimes, data were averaged from a 100 μm × 20 μm rectangle at the corner of the interface and the free edge. This area contained the highest stress results, and averaging the data reduced the effect of the edge stress singularity.

**Fig. 4.** Elastic–plastic component stress in the beryllium, 20 μm from the joint. Adding a 20 μm thick copper layer significantly reduced both radial and shear components close to the free edge.

**Fig. 5.** As copper hardens, it loses its ability to plastically strain under low stress. As a result, below 400 °C, copper is not as effective as a means of reducing stress in the surrounding substrates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample #</th>
<th>HIP temperature</th>
<th>Hold step temperature</th>
<th>Ti thickness</th>
<th>Cu thickness</th>
<th>Avg. tensile strength</th>
<th>Avg. shear strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>700 °C</td>
<td>450 °C</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>debond</td>
<td>debond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>700 °C</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>45 MPa</td>
<td>debond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>700 °C</td>
<td>450 °C</td>
<td>20 μm</td>
<td>20 μm</td>
<td>131 MPa</td>
<td>169 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>725 °C</td>
<td>450 °C</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>20 μm</td>
<td>174 MPa</td>
<td>168 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>750 °C</td>
<td>450 °C</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>20 μm</td>
<td>171 MPa</td>
<td>167 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>700 °C</td>
<td>450 °C</td>
<td>5 μm</td>
<td>20 μm</td>
<td>82 MPa</td>
<td>180 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first cooling scheme simulated the condition in which a diffusion bonded sample is subjected to room-temperature air immediately after bonding, and is cooled by convection. This scheme involved the fastest cooling rate, and produced a peak of 193 MPa in the beryllium and a final room-temperature residual stress of 93 MPa (light gray line in Fig. 6). The second cooling scheme reduced the temperature of the system at a 250 °C/h rate, and produced a peak stress in the beryllium of 162 MPa and a room-temperature stress of 68 MPa (dark gray line in Fig. 6). The last scheme cooled the system at the same linear rate, but also included an intermediate hold step at 450 °C for 4 h, producing a peak beryllium stress of 118 MPa and room-temperature stress of 45 MPa (black line in Fig. 6). Compared with the air-cooled scheme, this last cooling scheme reduced beryllium peak stress by 39% at peak, and room-temperature stress by 51%. Similarly, F82H peak stress was reduced 30% (from 161 MPa to 113 MPa) and room-temperature stress was reduced 35% (from 120 MPa to 78 MPa). Care should be taken not to place too much emphasis on the magnitude of values obtained, as these analyses are mainly for comparison to one another.

An interesting feature of the transient stress profiles in Fig. 6 are the peaks in stress that occur before the system comes to rest at room temperature. The stress profiles derive from differential thermal strain, which is the product of the difference of thermal expansion coefficients by the change in temperature:

\[ \varepsilon_{th} = \Delta \alpha(T - T_i) \]

where \( \varepsilon_{th} \) is the thermal strain, \( \Delta \alpha \) is the difference between the two materials’ coefficients of thermal expansion, \( T \) is the final temperature, and \( T_i \) is the initial temperature. Generally, from this equation, the bigger the temperature drop, the bigger the strain. Interestingly, the peak stress during cooling did not occur at room temperature. Instead the stress in both beryllium and steel increased until 209 °C, and then began to decrease down to room temperature. This is due to the fact that the thermal expansion coefficients of beryllium and F82H are non-linear, and the greatest difference between them occurs at 209 °C.

### 3.2. Interface composition

The sample bonded without copper or titanium interlayers allowed interdiffusion of beryllium to occur directly with F82H steel. After a 2-h HIP hold at 700 °C, the resulting bond contained a 2.5 μm thick intermetallic compound between substrates. Fig. 7 shows a secondary electron micrograph of this interface, where beryllium and RAFM steel were identified via WDS and EDS, respectively. Determining the intermetallic phase at the interface was not possible using this measurement technique. In contrast, samples with deposited interlayers prevented formation of this Be–Fe compound, but formed both Be–Ti and Cu–Ti intermetallic compounds.

**Fig. 7.** Secondary electron image of a sample bonded at 700 °C for 2 h, without interlayers. A single, 2 μm-thick intermetallic formed between substrates.

**Fig. 8** shows depth profile of one such sample that is typical of the redistribution of alloy constituents after HIP bonding. These interdiffusion regions will be discussed individually in this section.

At least two thin intermetallics formed at the beryllium–titanium interface during bonding. Fig. 9a shows how, after a HIP bond of 750 °C for 2 h, the interface between beryllium and one phase of Be–Ti remained nearly planar, while the rest of the Be–Ti phases diffused in a clearly non-planar fashion. Interestingly, there are no single-phase compounds in the beryllium–titanium binary phase diagram, and as such, these phases were not immediately identified. The thickness of this interdiffusion region grew from slightly less than 2 μm after a 700 °C HIP up to almost 5 μm after a 750 °C HIP.

Two copper–titanium intermetallics were dominant at the Cu–Ti interface for all bonding conditions. Fig. 9b shows the interface after a 725 °C HIP bond, with two such intermetallics. According to the copper–titanium binary phase diagram, two single-phase compounds exist: Cu₄Ti and CuTi. Correspondingly, at the Cu–Ti interface, EDS and WDS revealed two clear composition plateaus very close to the atomic ratios of Cu₄Ti and CuTi: one with average concentrations of 74.8% Cu and 19.2% Ti, and the other with 44.4% Cu and 45.2% Ti. Both compounds were of similar thickness, and grew with respect to increasing HIP temperature. Each phase was 3 μm thick for a HIP at 700 °C, 4–5 μm thick for a HIP at 725 °C, and 6 μm for a 750 °C HIP bond.

The copper–steel interface did not produce any intermetallics whatsoever, irrespective of bonding conditions. Fig. 9c shows the interface after a 700 °C bond, and higher temperature bonds equally produced little to no intermetallics. The far right of Fig. 8 shows how...
little interdiffusion has occurred at between copper and iron after a 725 °C HIP bond. This is in accordance with the copper–iron and copper–chromium phase diagrams, which indicate that at these bonding temperatures, copper and iron (as well as copper and chromium) do not form any single-phase compounds.

3.3. Strength characterization

When bonded without any metal interlayers, the beryllium to ferritic steel joint fractured prior to shear or tensile testing. Bonding was achieved in this joint, though the joint was unable to overcome the thermal residual stress due to cooling from fabrication temperature. Fig. 10 shows significant amounts of iron and beryllium on the beryllium side of the fracture plane, while only iron was present on the RAFM side of the fracture. This indicates that fracture occurred between the intermetallic and the RAFM steel. Lastly, the morphology of the exposed surface suggests brittle fracture, indicating that the two substrates were once mechanically joined.

As shown in the mechanical test results in Fig. 11 (HIP Test #2 and #3), samples that were cooled under a controlled scheme had almost three times the tensile strength of air-cooled samples (131 MPa compared to only 45 MPa). Additionally, controlling the rate of cooling changed the location of the fracture plane. Fig. 12a shows the exposed face of an air-cooled sample, which has fractured in the copper–titanium diffusion region, revealing both CuTi and Cu4Ti intermetallics. In contrast, samples that underwent controlled cooling failed in the beryllium–titanium intermetallic region. Fig. 12b shows a fractured surface from this bonding condition, which exposes a titanium–beryllium plane (81% Ti, remainder Be) covered by small areas of high concentrations of beryllium (12% Ti, remainder Be).

The favorable cooling scheme had both a slower cooling rate and a hold step, making it difficult to determine if the cooling rate or the hold step played a greater role in stress reduction. Testing using additional cooling rates and different hold steps may be useful to differentiate these features and to determine the optimum cooling scheme for maximization of bond strength and toughness.

In Fig. 11, HIP Test #3, #4, and #5 show that joint strength was not drastically affected within a bond temperature range of 700–750 °C. The shear strength of each of these samples was roughly equivalent, with an average strength of 167 MPa. The tensile strength was only slightly improved with the increasing HIP temperature, from an average of 131 MPa after a 700 °C bond to 172 MPa for both the 725 °C and 750 °C HIP temperatures. The strengths of these samples were similar because the material composition across the interface was similar in all three cases. Most notably, all three cases contained enough titanium to prevent formation of Be–Cu. However, had copper penetrated through the titanium to interdiffuse with beryllium (e.g. if HIP temperatures exceeded 750 °C), the composition of the joint would have changed and likely resulted in a lower bond strength. These results indicate that any temperature between 700 °C and 750 °C (for a 2-h hold time) is appropriate.

The fracture plane of the tensile samples became more complex with higher HIP temperatures. For samples bonded at 700 °C, the crack stayed along the Be–Ti intermetallic almost exclusively. However, at higher HIP temperatures, the crack jumped back and forth between Be–Ti and Cu–Ti intermetallics, both of which were

---

**Fig. 9.** Secondary electron images after HIP bonding of samples with both copper and titanium interlayer. (a) Beryllium/titanium interface after bonding at 750 °C. At least two intermetallic phases appeared at the Be/Ti interface, as indicated by the two distinct shades between Be and Ti. (b) Titanium/copper interface after bonding at 725 °C. Two thick intermetallic phases appeared at the Cu/Ti interface. (c) Copper/F82H interface after bonding at 700 °C. Cu and F82H did not form any significant intermetallic compounds.

**Fig. 10.** Secondary electron image of the beryllium side of the tensile fracture surface of a sample bonded at 700 °C without interlayers. High concentrations of both iron and beryllium were present, suggesting fracture in the intermetallic.

**Fig. 11.** Tensile and shear test results of bonded samples using six different bonding conditions (as described in Table 2).
brittle in comparison to the Be, Ti, and Cu. In the higher temperature HIP bonds, the titanium was thin enough to allow the crack to take advantage of weak sections (from voids or impurities) in either intermetallic, creating a more complex fracture (visualized in Fig. 13). It is unclear whether or not the Cu–Ti intermetallics weakened relative to the Be–Ti intermetallics with increasing temperature, or if both intermetallics had similar strengths, and the depletion of titanium simply reduced ductility between two equally brittle layers.

Reducing the titanium film thickness to 5 μm had a similar effect on the fracture plane as did increasing the diffusion bonding temperature by 50°C. Specifically, the thin amount of remaining titanium after interdiffusion allowed the crack to traverse from beryllium–titanium to copper–titanium intermetallics, resulting in a complex fracture plane. However, Fig. 11 shows that despite their fracture similarity, samples bonded at 700°C with only 5 μm of titanium (#6) were 39% weaker (81 MPa instead of 131 MPa) in both shear and tensile than similarly bonded samples with 10 μm of titanium (#5).

4. Conclusions

A favorable set of conditions was determined to successfully bond beryllium to ferritic steel. The effectiveness of both the interlayers and the slow cooling scheme was confirmed, achieving a maximum joint strength of 153 MPa under tensile loading and 168 MPa under shear. These strengths were obtained with:

- Titanium thickness: 10 μm
- Copper thickness: 20 μm
- Bonding temperature: between 700°C and 750°C
- Intermediate hold during cooling: 4 h at 450°C

In stark contrast, without these interlayers, the beryllium to ferritic steel joint debonded during cool-down from residual stress. Additionally, the addition of an intermediate hold step after a reduced cooling rate more than doubled the tensile strength of the joint. In all the cases that had an intermediate hold step, fracture occurred mainly in the Be–Ti intermetallic region. In addition, where the titanium layer was thin (when bonding temperature was higher or less titanium was deposited), the fracture plane was noticeably more complex, containing both Be–Ti and Ti–Cu intermetallics.

To further improve this joint, the beneficial aspects that were developed from a controlled cooling rate should be investigated further. It is possible that a longer intermediate hold step, or an ever slower cooling rate may yield further benefit. Since copper and steel are known to bond at strengths higher than 200 MPa [25], further investigations should focus on improvements to the intermetallic regions, as these regions were the limiting factors in the strength and ductility of the developed joint. Bonding experiments of titanium direct to copper (or beryllium direct to titanium) may be useful in this regard.

While this research is clearly most beneficial to work specific to beryllium joining technology, much of the findings can be utilized in the design of other dissimilar material joints. A copper interlayer would be particularly well suited to aid the joining of tungsten to ferritic steel, two materials with very different thermal expansion coefficients, due to copper’s ability to effectively reduce residual stress. More importantly, copper is insoluble in both tungsten and iron and may aid in reducing thermal stress without forming any brittle intermetallic compounds, allowing creation of a joint that is both strong and ductile.
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